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Only an intense viewing engagement can do justice to the imagery that makes up Mem Sevenster’s body of artwork 
Redemption Wall fragments.

For her 2012 installation FIVEL ETTER WORDS OTHER TUNES, Mem created Redemption Wall, a complex gallery wall installation 
consisting of collage, assemblage and drawn elements. Here she tapped into her own experiences with the condition Obsessive 
Compulsive Disorder (OCD). In Mem, this manifests in a fixation with the number five, and with a desire to catalogue and create 
sub-systems of order in an attempt to control the impact of OCD on her mind. 

In an act that seemed subversive, yet was in fact a desire to order information, she underlined all the five-letter words in an 
OCD self-help book, and these formed the basis for the wall collage. Afterwards she added small and apparently diverse found 
objects to the work, connecting the texts and objects with both drawn line and pins and string. But although to the viewer 
these elements may seem randomly selected, each holds significance for the artist. 

Redemption wall: fragment represents a ‘coming off the wall’ as Mem shifts from wall installation to two-dimensional mixed 
media artworks, and via outoftheCUBE, into virtual space.

This courageous artist has chosen to reveal her obsessions and thought processes in an attempt to raise awareness about OCD, 
a misunderstood condition affecting between 2% and 3% of our world’s population. 

This small catalogue shows not each complete artwork, but reveals the subtlety of the tiny creative choices made by the artist.
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